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We are a glocal integrated
creative agency.

WE DO IT ALL.
AND WE DO IT
IN-HOUSE.
We were founded by Abdullatif Alsayegh, an Emirati media
pioneer in 2010. We are now over 200 strong and present
across 4 strategic locations.
We have been privileged to work with some of the most iconic
brands, prestigious government and semi-government
institutions, and organizations.

WE GO THE
DISTANCE.
IN YOUR SHOES.
You never know someone unless you've walked in their
shoes. Our passion drives us to dive in, investigate and
feed our curiosity to better understand our clients. Our
flexibility allows us to transform ourselves to take on
any form that the challenge demands. Because being
good partners means knowing you at least as well as
you know yourself. It means doing whatever it takes to
get the job done.

‘LOCAL’ IS AN
EMOTION
Being locally-owned, we are proud of how the
spirit of the land is captured in the way we
think and work. Our people are from all over
the world and led by Abdullatif, we think local
at heart and approach challenges with both a
global and local mindset. Our work, driven by
insights, packs a punch.

SERVICES

OUR TEAM

Abdullatif Alsayegh

Dr. Hassan Dawood

Abdullatif has masterminded the brand’s
meteoric rise from a pioneering start-up to
expansion beyond UAE borders, evolving into a
regional and international network of excellence,
and attracting the largest and most prestigious
brands in the government and private sector.

Dr. Hassan Dawood is a Medical Doctor who
excelled in the United Kingdom for over 10
years. Having worked as a Senior Doctor in
both Pediatrics and Psychiatry in Manchester,
Dr Hassan later moved to Healthcare
Management.

Hani Sarakbi

Mohammad Kharrat

A marketing and communications professional with
over 12 years of 360 experience leading brands
across digital, social, ATL, BTL & PR. The long list of
success stories includes brands like Visit Abu Dhabi,
UEFA, Flash Entertainment, Ferrari World, Masdar &
Year of Zayed.

Over 18 years of agency experience in the region
managing a wide portfolio of clients locally, regionally
and globally serving them across all Marketing and
Communications with local & international agencies
including Weber Shandwick, FP7, Swelpix, Zed.

Daniel Vyskoc

Raed Al Sibai

16 years of experience in creative, interactive and
experiential communication, branding, advertising,
and film & video industry in the UAE and various
European countries. Clientele includes UAE, Dubai
and Abu Dhabi Government, Majid Al Futtaim,
Carrefour, Al-Futtaim, Dubai Holding, Ferrari World,
N One Hotels, Chalhoub Group.

Award winning sound designer, sound eng., audio
producer and a DJ. With more than9 years
experience in audio & video production in Africa
and the Middle East.

Chairman & CEO

Executive Director – Strategy
and Operations

Creative Director

Vice-Chairman & COO

Executive Director – Client Servicing
and New Business

Head of Audio & Video Production

Tarek Karaman

Judy Kabbani

17 Years of Experience in Digital Media, Ecommerce, Fintech, VR, AI, Blockchain, Cyber
Security, Publishing, Construction, Education
and Government applications.

Judy has more than 16 years of experience as seasoned
sales professional and business developer. Worked on
some major projects in exhibitions such as; Mubadala,
ENOC, RAK Tourism Development Authority, Dubai Police,
DP World, STC, Aldar Properties, Marjan Island and Deyaar.

Head of Digital & Innovation

Group Business Development
Director

Jermin Al Hossary

Ghazaleh Akhavian

Track Record: 13 years of Experience in Live events,
event planning, corporate management. Full 360degree management of all events, including third
parties, VIPs, guests, technical & logistics. Clientele:
Prime Minister’s Office, DHA, Pink Caravan, Dubai
Islamic Bank, FNC

Seven years of hands on experience in the event
industry, she is extremely knowledgeable, playing a key
role in full 360 management of events, including third
parties, VIPs, guests, technical & logistics. Clientele:
Dubai Islamic Bank, TRA, Abu Dhabi Police, ADCO, Dubai
Economic Department

Events Director, Abu Dhabi

Events Director, Dubai

Ghassan Almalat

Nour Kaafarani

Ghassan is a highly experienced Animation expert
who has worked for high profile clients such as Abu
Dhabi Police and Visit Abu Dhabi. His range of
animation skills cover the full spectrum from
Editing, 2D and 3D Animation, Special Effects and
more.

Nour had over 6 years of Social Media & digital marketing,
integrated communications experience. Qualifications:
Bachelors [Information Systems Technology & Business
Administration] Certifications: Facebook Blueprint ,
Hootsuite, Photoshop

Head of Motion Graphics

Social Media Account Director

BRANDING
& CREATIVE COMMUNICATION

eDirham
Smooth, Fast, Secure
Comprehensive Brand
Re-development & Launch
Challenge:
We were tasked with rebranding the nation’s
virtual currency that has been developed into
a complex ecosystem with multiple functions,
platforms and channels. The new brand has
to overcome negative perception of the
previous system.
Our Game Plan:
When approaching this task, we aimed for an
iconic marque that can serve as a
memorable symbol anybody can write,
capturing speed, progress, seamless
experience, compatibility and connectivity. A
symbol that feels both financial and digital, a
symbol that is both E and D in one.
The brandmark inspired a visual
communication system that articulates the
brand dynamism.
Complex messaging-house exercise has
been conducted in order to ensure
consistency of communication among all
stakeholders. An implementation plan and
launch campaign are being prepared at the
time.

Maison Lutetia
Beauty the Beautiful
Way
Brand Campaign
Challenge:
Maison Lutetia, a Dubai branch of a
famous Parisian aesthetic clinic,
suffered from low footfall and a
perception of being ultra-expensive.
Our Game Plan:
We developed a campaign highlighting
the unique features such as a more
natural approach to aesthetic, amazing
interiors and customer experience and
a high quality of services, while
presenting the brand in a more friendly
and casual way with a humorous and
playful touch, signifying accessibility
without losing the prestige and
elegance. At the same time, we
managed to communicate a wide
range of services under a unified theme.
Game-Changing Outcome:
Exponential rise of leads and inquiries.

Anywear
Fashion Innovation Branded
Brand strategy, naming, visual
identity, communication strategy,
launch campaign & ongoing
communication, UX & UI consultancy,
app design.
Challenge:
Client has a pioneering product that enables online
shopping for any fashion item seen on any picture
thanks to advanced image recognition and network
with major fashion brands, but also enables influencers
to monetize their influence in a new way and agencies
to identify the right influencers through relevant data.
Yet the initial identity (called Hotspotting) and
communication was not up to the product’s
groundbreaking nature. We were also tasked to consult
the UX and design the new UI based on the new brand.
Solution:
We analyzed the audience segments and strategized
and designed a brand that primarily speaks the
millennials’ language and has a fashion yet rebellious
feel. We came up with a simple playful name. We
suggested new user friendly UX features, based on
research on audience behaviour and are currently
redesigning the app with innovative UI elements. The
identity system features various logo versions and
devices, multiple layout grids and patterns, yet all these
assets together form a clearly coherent and
recognizable identity with a strong appeal to the target
audience.

HealthHub
A New Way of Healthcare
Comprehensive Brand Development
& Launch (strategy, naming, visual
identity, brand video, brand launch)
Challenge:
Develop a brand for a new company that aims
to bring a new way of healthcare. Name, brand
strategy, logo and visual system. Brand launch
and implementation.
Our Game Plan:
After a thorough research and benchmarking,
we identified the brand strategy and key
messaging. The new name reflects the
positioning as a completely different healthcare
provider. The logo reflects the key strategic
pillars and inspires a vibrant identity reflected in
the communication and interior design of the
clinics, providing the customers with a
refreshing and comfortable experience.
Game-Changing Outcome:
Massive interest and high foot-fall right from the
beginning, even thought only soft-launched so
far.

IBAHOUSE
Belong
Comprehensive Brand Redevelopment
Challenge:
Rebrand this interior design studio with the
company vision and current clients
relationships in mind. Analyze the name and
its change need and feasibility or find a
solution for its justification. Develop a new
brand strategy, design a new logo and brand
system.
Our Game Plan:
We analyzed the competition and market
thoroughly and together with the client
defined benchmarks. Upon several
workshops we developed the brand strategic
foundation including a new brand promise
and story. The new brand promise is that
while many competitors aim for a signature
look, IBAHOUSE creates a signature feel – a
sense of belonging. This purpose informed
the new logo – a subtle yet iconic device that
is part of the wordmark, but also inspires a
whole dynamic visual system.
Game-Changing Outcome:
The brand was launched successfully to a
very positive reactions from old and new
client, contributing to further business
development.

N One Hotels
‘Hip luxury’, Distinctively
Refined
Strategic consultancy, brand
development
Challenge:
We were tasked to create a
comprehensive brand identity for a new
Emirati brand, a chain of 5-star hotels.
Dubai (and UAE) is a place with extremely
high density of luxury hotels so finding a
differentiator was the main challenge.
Our Game Plan:
We assessed the market and found a
market gap which we identified as “hip
luxury”. We positioned the brand within the
less formal spectrum of the map and
creating a playful brand architecture for
the outlets depending on their location
and purpose – N One by Design, N One by
the Sea, N One by the Sky. Visual identity
reflected this positioning with simplistic yet
elegant execution.
Game-Changing Outcome:
The brand is awaiting the launch while
finalizing the first outlet.

Linear Wave
From Dubai to Silicon Valley
Brand strategy, naming, visual
identity system
Client:
Alkhater Group
Challenge:
Create identity – name, brand strategic
foundation and visual identity for a new
company providing a blend of management
consultancy and custom built software solutions
for SMEs and government, with an aim to be in
Silicon Valley in 5 years.
Solution:
We developed a brand that communicates
“making complicated things easy” which was
the founders’ motto. The name plays on the
theme of business ups and downs, as well as the
benefit of straightforward operations. The
messaging system, including the tagline “Get
things done. Easier” and the brand claim “Your
Partner for Transformative Change” inspired the
minimalistic yet playful visual system, derived
from the logo which visually defines a “linear
wave” through modular arrangement of
semicircles and white space.

ADNIC
Protect What Matters
Creative retainer, Comprehensive
brand revamp, ongoing marketing
communications & design
Client:
ADNIC (Abu Dhabi National insurance Company)
Challenge:
Abu Dhabi National Insurance Company (ADNIC)
lacked a unique positioning among a myriad of
insurance options in the market. The visual
communication was outdated and lacked a
consistent yet flexible visual platform.
Solution:
As one the region’s largest personal and corporate
insurance providers, ADNIC offers a dizzying
assortment of insurance products, but so did the
competition. Aside from communicating the offering
coherently and clearly, we developed the brand
platform and tagline “Protect What Matters” to
communicate ADNIC’s unique positioning and drive
emotion-centered ad campaigns. We designed the
new brand guideline that made the brand more user
friendly. The “frame” device streamlines the
communication and acts as a flexible tool that keeps
visuals fresh yet always consistent. It refers to the
protection and the dialogue and strong relationships
with clients.

National Innovation
Exhibition
A Universe Made of One
Shape

Branding & integrated communication,
live experience consultancy &
management
Client:
UAE Ministry of Education
Challenge:
UAE’s Ministry of Education needed a dynamic
brand identity and communication system for a
new expo, that would encourage Emirati youth to
innovate.
Solution:
For us, innovation means using old things in a
new way, doing more with less so you can make
something beautiful. We challenged ourselves to
create an entire brand system using only 1 shape
and 3 colors. The result? Stunningly minimal and
infinitely expanding identity across all touch
points: environmental branding, animation, web,
social media, print, advertising, activations and
more.
Case study video: https://youtu.be/6eDLA9Jjiic
Results:
2.3M reach, 8,000 student guests,
International Visual Identity Award winner

Dubai Holding Cityscape
Campaign
Redrawing Skylines
Communication strategy, campaign
concept & execution, animation, social
content, experience
Client:
Dubai Holding
Challenge:
At the region’s elite property extravaganza, we
were challenged to create the “Burj Al Arab” of
social exposure that would stand tall above all
other exhibitors.
Solution:
We conceptualised a 5-star visitor experience
revolving around the themes of Redrawing
Skylines, Reshaping Coastlines and Redefining
Lifestyles, which positioned our client as a
major force in not only developing top
destinations, but also forming the country’s
landscape & lifestyle. The theme featuring
distinctive half-half visuals was extended into
several executions and messages, brought to
life through animation, posters and digital
banners at the Dubai Holding Cityscape stand,
social media channels, client’s website, digital
campaign and print material.

DXH
Vibrant Health Experience
Brand Revamp & Ongoing
Communication
Challenge:
Revamp the Dubai Health Tourism brand
without changing the logo. Create an attractive
vibrant identity appealing to international
audience.
Our Game Plan:
We developed a visual system consisting of
elements complementing the logo and each
representing certain value / benefit offered by
Dubai Health Experience. Together these
elements form a dynamic vibrant
communication system, either used on their
own within multiple iterations, complementing
photos or acting as holding devices for images.
We also devised the partners and affiliated
entities brand use within the brand architecture
exercise.
Game-Changing Outcome:
Increased number of inquiries and packages
sales.

Dubai Holding Sporting
Initiatives
The Red Lines Universe
Communication strategy, campaign
concept & execution, video production
Client:
Dubai Holding
Challenge:
Dubai Holding sponsors several high profile
sporting events such as X-Yoga, Dubai
Marathon or Spartan Race. How do we connect
the dots and show the ownership of these
events while promoting the brand?
Solution:
We took the athletes out of the usual
environment and placed them in a world
created from Dubai Holding brand device – the
red lines. In a series of videos, athletes interact
with the lines in a different way, either actively
or their moves being complemented. The
outcome is a unified world of sporting events,
clearly owned by one brand.

OUR CONTENT
& SOCIAL MEDIA
MANAGEMENT

ABU DHABI CULTURE

ABU DHABI SHOWDOWN WEEK

ABU DHABI ART

OUR CONTENT

ABU DHABI DED

MANARAT AL SAADIYAT

OUR CONTENT

DUBAI PARKS AND RESORTS

VISIT SHARJAH

DP WORLD

NSTI FESTIVAL
NSTI FESTIVAL

OUR VIDEO SHOWREEL

ALSAYEGH SHOWREEL

https://vimeo.com/418466550

TECHNICAL SHOWREEL
https://vimeo.com/351886183

The Founder’s Memorial Documentary
https://vimeo.com/275777916

MAF | Mall Of The Emirates | Mall Closure
https://vimeo.com/406632788

DP World | 40 Years

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNczfFX80pg

LET’S TALK.
NOUR ELASSADI – HEAD OF EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
UNIT D64 INTERNATIONAL MEDIA PRODUCTION ZONE, DUBAI, UAE
TEL: +971 4 444 1000 | FAX: +971 4 444 1002

